HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES applications

One dose is:

LIQUID: pat on 2 to 4 (enough to reach skin) placed on back of shoulder blades or pat on top of head.
PILLS: crush or whole 1-2 pills & sit in gum of mouth to dissolve in saliva.

REFER TO BOTTLE LABEL AS TO SUGGESTED FREQUENCY (REPEATS) EACH DAY.

We highly recommend using the Drawing Out formula in conjunction with the tooth plaque remedies.

1. As often a pet needs help drawing out underlying bacterial infection in the gums/ teeth / plaque build up.

Use the HAMPL DrawO 16, 30ml (Drawing Out homeopathic formula) in conjunction with other natural treatments.

With older pets

It seems very helpful to continue the Drawing out formula on going casual basis so there is not build up of infection in gums. Keeps infection from spreading and health gums. What we do is put the drops in food or if you feline is drinking water, we stir in a dose every time we change water or add it to the water trough or bowl or birth bath, fish pond were ever your cat drinks from. Top up a dose every couple of weeks or so.

It is so good and effective for underlying pus-infection. (which is not visible to the eye) Many times Infection-pus can be underlying in the gum, chin or side of face –when teeth, plaque become an issue. Seen mostly as they get older. Using the drawing out has saved many pets (including my own) from surgery or any other drug intervention. With no fuss or trauma.

IMPORTANT: It is also very important to change over to a home prepared natural raw food diet. This will prevent occurring gum and teeth infections as well as organ damages (ie kidney damage and bladder infections, crystals etc) and other CHRONIC ill health and diseases.

OTHER HELPFUL INFORMATION for Canines in particular (we see this extra help needed in an older dog)

What we have found very helpful for bad cases of oral infections and older pets is to also use in conjunction with the homeopathic formulas is the oral mouth rinse.

2. Oral MOUTH herbal healing Rinse

(AN277) HAMPL Oral Mouth Rinse 30ml liquid
(contains calendula herbal)

INSTRUCTIONS: Find an empty clean spray bottle, adding 20 drops of the calendula herb liquid (or HAMPL Oral Mouth Rinse blend) and fill the rest with filtered water using about 100ml ratio of water “ shake “ then check the spray nozzle so it does a fine mist spray, then gently spray several squirts around pets gums (no need to open pets mouths) just lift the gum up a little with your fingers. Repeat once or twice a day. ... If mouth is very smelly, continue spraying for a few weeks, then once no more smell, you can stop.

Repeat anytime and as long as needed to get results. Continue with the homeopathic formulas as well.

Nutritional Therapy

1. ReMag Magnesium liquid * several drops in meals - felines and toy dogs
   or
   a pinch of powder from “Chelated Magnesium” Capsules (Bluebonnet brand we use) from iherb.com

2. ReMyt Minerals liquid * several drops in meals - felines and toy dogs

3. Vitamin C (wholefood vitamin c) powder from capsules. Add a pinch to daily meals for felines and toy dog.

Example supporting older pets:

Instructions Herbal, Vitamin DOSING - Feline, Toy dog or other small animals

Oral dosing of "Vitamin supplements, Herbal liquid, slippery elm powder etc".

I know cats are difficult to add vitamins and herbs to their food. So don’t worry, here is a easy and simple method is to add them to some liquid and oral syringe side of mouth. Once to twice a day. Upon improvement you can reduce to once a day dosing.

NB: Felines cannot metabolize alcohol, so it is vital that before making up the dose of herbal treatments, we add some hot water to the amount we are going to use, so the alcohol will vaporize. (Alcohol is used a preservative).

All herbal formulas must be diluted first before adding to meals or orally. All species. * humans we add to some juice.

TO MAKE UP A MIX THAT YOU CAN USE FOR MORE THAN ONE DAYS TREATMENT

First add herbal drops (brown liquid) (e.g HAMPL Infection Fighter or other) add at least three times the recommended dose amount. (e.g. 20 drops). IMPORTANT – to then add some boiled hot water from the kettle (I use a egg cup) which is around 30ml, let mix cool. This will vaporize the alcohol content in the herbs. – if we need to add other supplements - once herbs are cool only then should we add any type of vitamins (vitamin C) and minerals or liquid supplements, probiotics, a alkaline greens powder, super digestive enzyme powder etc - stir well.
GUM DISEASE

A natural solution for all species, such as your cat or dog who may have chronic or advanced gum or bone disease: Gingivitis, Periodontal disease, LPGS (lymphocytic – plasmacytic), allergy to their own saliva. For optimum health in general and for healing support, feeding a home prepared proves invaluable. Real food (raw or slightly cooked meat)

Hyper-responsiveness: It is felt that some cats may have a hypersensitivity or allergic reaction to bacterial plaque and are called 'plaque-intolerant.' This results in a disease called lymphocytic-plasmacytic gingivitis stomatitis (LPGS), which affects the entire mouth. In this disease, certain cells involved in the immune system called lymphocytes and plasma cells move into the tissues of the mouth and we see severe inflammation where the tooth meets the gum line. It is this disease which we will focus on in this article.

Another possible cause is an allergy to something else such as food or fleas which may manifest itself as skin and oral lesions called feline eosinophilic granuloma.

So we see all the possible causes of lymphocytic plasmacytic gingivitis and stomatitis are:

- Hyper-responsiveness - some cats are “plaque intolerant” and develop an exuberant inflammatory response to very small amounts of plaque.
- Immunosuppression - a weakened immune system, due to viral infections, stress, certain drugs, and environmental factors, may promote development of LPGS.
- Viral and/or bacterial infection - the feline leukemia virus, feline immunodeficiency virus, feline calici virus, and bacterial organisms are suspected to play a role in promoting development of LPGS.
- Genetic predisposition - some breeds are believed to be more susceptible to gingivitis and LPGS than others.

Nutritional Therapy

Providing your pet with red and white meat (source of iron) along with added B vitamin complex will help prevent and heal recurrent mouth ulcers. When adding vitamins to meals, always crush the tablet or extract the powder from the capsule and mix well into some food and offer. If you’re pet refuses to eat food with supplements added, try adding them to some goats milk yogurt and orally syringe or offer some in a bowl. It is important to find goat’s milk or goats yoghurt or coconut oil or milk (not pet milk or cows milk).

The first is an immune-suppressing virus such as FIV (a.k.a. cat AIDS) or FeLV (feline leukaemia virus). Once again reversal of this condition can be seen using Vitamin C - leukaemia is a vitamin C deficiency symptom.

Vaccination injections severely deplete Vitamin C from the body.

~ Deficiency of Vitamin C causes a lowered immunity, dental issues (loose teeth, bleeding of gums, swollen sore gums, gingivitis) impaired lactation, Leukaemia, Irritability, fear, anxiety, skin problems, allergies, ... Just to name just a few. Vitamin C is water soluble so the body cannot store it for very long, this is why we need repeat dosing during the day for full effect and healing to take place. eg three times a day would be ideal, until improvement is seen.
The second is an immune condition called gingivitis -“Stomatitis complex”
The cause of this ailment, which results in chronic periodontal infections, is unknown in western medicine. However from a nutritional perspective it is a deficiency in Vitamin C.

Then when a young one or any age cat or dog is given the chemical vaccinations, the toxins of this injection severely depletes the body of Vitamin C.

Home prepared “Oral Supplement Mix Guide”
INGRIEDINETS that I may use (adding or leaving out when needed)

Or .... just "Oral dose" Vitamin C (opening one capsule and using powder ) in some liquid or mix into meals, twice to three times a day. It actually does not taste bad in food, cats seem to like the taste of the Whole Food Vitamin C. note: there are many different brands and types of Vitamin C, there not all the same.

If giving a HERBAL LIQUID MEDICINES of any type (brown strong tasting liquid)
I would add 20 drops into a small cup (I use a egg cup) fill the cup with boiled water from kettle (as to dissolve alcohol content of the herb extract) let cool.

then I add

LIQUID VITAMINS
On going I use a Magnesium supplement in liquid form adding several drops (ReMag Magnesium Solution) along with several drops of the (ReMyte Mineral solution) which has 12 minerals in Liquid form.

POWDER (caps) VITAMINS
If your feline friend is eating a natural diet of Raw meat diet, I would add a pinch of Synergy greens powder (alkaline), or Vital Greens powder if on artificial wet tin food. A pinch of Potassium Gluconate powder (optional). Then add the powder from the Vitamin C capsule. (I like the Nature’s Way, Alive!, Whole Food Vitamin C, 120 Vcaps. This Whole food source vitamin C is also naturally buffered, so it's less acidic and gentler on the stomach).

N.B. If acute gum issues, initially use sodium ascorbate crystals that you can dissolve in warm water and oral syringe or add to meals or ORAL DOSING MIX (with other vitamins and herbs, probiotics etc)
Note: there are a number of different vitamin c, so the brand and type is important.

APPLICATION FOR A FELINE: Using a small syringe, I draw up the liquid and gently in side of mouth squirt 1/4 ml or less, repeat until 1 ml is taken. Or I am mix 1 - 2ml of this into meals, depending if my pet is eating well or not. I found initially I had to oral syringe this, but as appetite and wellness they eat with vigor and therefore less difficult to mix into each meal.
We do not stock large bottles of the these supplements. For ReMyte minerals and ReMag magnesium go to: www.nareset.com, or if you don’t have a computer, at 888-577-3703 (USA). Natures Way Alive Whole Food Vitamin C is available from iherb.com and I am sure other nutritional suppliers have it as well.

DOUBLE THE AMOUNT AND DOSAGE FOR MED TO LARGE CANINES.

I would try and change over diet and add more nutrition to boost the immune system. If your pet is old, then may look at supporting the toxic build up in the body. E.g. Kidney support and possible fluid therapy at home see kidney support treatment set.

Note: A pet that gets or has any face or chin abscess/swellings, in order to help drain all pus from face, teeth and chin areas (or to get rid of gum inflammation/infections) we suggest it is important to also use the AN016 HAMPL DrawO 16 formula for fast and effective treatment. There will be no need for vet intervention if you use this formula.

Optional for Canines

Use an Oral (Mouth) Rinse with Herbal extract.
What we have found very helpful for bad cases of oral infections and older pets is to also use the oral mouth rinse in conjunction with the homeopathic formulas. The oral herbal healing rinse is easy to dilute ready for use by adding some herbal drops to a spray bottle of filtered water and spraying gums once to twice a day.
HAMPL Calendula Herbal extract liquid is 30ml for $25AUD
(or can be bought online from another supplier or at your health food store or naturopath). The herb needs to be in liquid form or tea bags (steeped in liquid), and this herbal infection fighter can be especially useful for the larger species; e.g. small to large canines or felines, when teeth or breath are smelly, which cause sore gums and redness, receding teeth etc.

Or _buy Calendula tea or dry herbs and steam over a pot of boiling water fro 10 minutes then let liquid cool and add a tablespoon to a cup of water and oral spray gums three times a day.

**Canines INSTRUCTIONS Use a strong herb tincture “Calendula herb” in liquid form:**
Find an empty clean spray bottle, add 20 drops of the calendula herb liquid, then fill the rest with filtered water, using about 100ml of water. Shake, then check the spray nozzle so that it mists out a fine spray, then gently spray several squirts around the pets gums (no need to open pets mouths, just lift the gum up a little with your fingers). Repeat once or twice a day. If the mouth is very smelly, continue spraying for a few weeks; then once there is no more smell, you can stop.

Repeat anytime and as long as needed to get results – make sure to continue with the homeopathic formulas as well.

**What causes gum disease?**
Here are some influencing factors:

_Processed & dry (kibble) food, vaccination side affects, deficiencies of vitamins ie (vitamin C a major factor), allergies to commercial foods and drinks and immune weakness , old age as toxins build up due to less able to expel them through the liver and kidneys._

Processed dry food is really not conducive to feline (or canine) health. Although it may perform some role in teeth cleaning, it also contributes to plaque build-up by its very nature. Dry food contains processed carbohydrates which adhere to the teeth (a bit like white bread and starchy cake). Most brands of dry food on the market also contain harmful chemicals and preservatives. More importantly, dry food is dehydrated food. Dehydrated food dehydrates your pet’s body!

Your feline is a desert animal by nature and is meant to derive 99% of her fluid intake from food. In order to digest dry food she must pull the water from her own cells. A healthy cat does not normally need to drink fluids very often, however, after feeding dry food for many years, many pet owners notice that their cat seems to be drinking most days, and sometimes a lot each time.

By the time this occurs, there may only be 20% of functional kidney cells. Other Animal Nutritionists and I believe that this is why so many cats are suffering kidney failure at such an early age. Your cat's kidneys are designed to both regulate fluids in the body and to filter waste products.

_The kidneys are heavily stressed on a dry food diet._

Another big minus which is associated with the feeding of dry food is leaving food out between meals. Your feline’s body is designed to produce acidic urine. Apart from the fact that dry food is a high ash food, every time your cat eats or even smells food, her body responds by triggering certain physiological processes which alter body chemistry. Simply put, the smell of food stimulates certain glands and organs in the body to secrete enzymes and juices in preparation for digestion. Simultaneously, the body pulls acid ingredients out of the tissues. Indirectly, this leads to the formation of alkaline urine. Alkaline urine is one of the predisposing factors in FLUTD (Feline Lower Urinary Tract Disease), which is the formation of grit and plugs which block the urinary passage. Frequent feeding and the feeding of large amounts of high ash food (cooked meat, processed, dry and salt-lden food) may predispose your feline to excessive system alkalinity. A constant state of system alkalinity is associated with slow oxidation and also with a process called precipitation (minerals coming out of solution). This may cause Calcium to build up on the teeth (tartar), on bones (osteoarthritids and calcification) and to infiltrate arteries (arterial plaque). It may also result in stone formation such as kidney and bladder stones. On top of this, alkalinity appears to be associated with sodium retention, weight gain and hypoactive thyroid as well as being implicated in cancer.

_Excessive acidity of body chemistry can also be caused by an existing disease such as diabetes or kidney failure_. While this is a complex topic, I mention it here for those of you who are interested in why holistic practitioners stress the importance of avoiding further vaccines/drugs; feeding a quality, natural whole food diet and avoiding cooked and processed food as a regular diet.
Constitutional Weakness and Underlying Problems

Some felines may be predisposed to tartar build-up or gum inflammations due to hereditary/constitutional weakness or an underlying medical problem. If your Holistic animal practitioner or Homeopathic Veterinarian gives your feline a clean bill of health and you are following the natural diet but still experiencing problems, constitutional homeopathic treatment may be of assistance. Cats are particularly prone to developing inflamed gums. I believe rancid foods play a large part in this tendency. Available are homeopathic remedies that will help loosen plaque build up on teeth. Feeding raw chicken necks to dogs and cats (if they like them), will be good for their gums and will keep teeth clean naturally.

Another option is to use Baking Soda and a wet cloth: rub onto the teeth to remove tartar (if not too much build-up on teeth).

Lymphocytic-Plasmacytic Gingivitis Stomatitis (LPGS)

LPGS is a severe oral disease which affects some cats and dogs. The animal becomes allergic to the plaque around its teeth. The allergic response is a painful inflammation at the site where the tooth meets the gum line.

Breeds most affected - purebred cats of short-faced breeds, such as Abyssinians and Persians, plus crossbreeds of cats with long, narrow faces such as Siamese, Himalayan, Burmese and Somali, are predisposed to the conditions, as are some canines.

Signs – halitosis; scruffy coat; weight loss; drooling; sensitive mouth and reluctance to eat.

In canines; mouth motions, such as chewing for no apparent reason, drooling / excess saliva and constant licking of the gums.

Physical Exam
Red, inflamed gums; buildup of tartar (yellow teeth); ulcerated tongue and ulcers on gum and cheek area at back of the mouth.

Really bad stomatitis will display as ulcers on the root of the mouth.

Causes and Risk Factors Certain breeds (mentioned above) seem to be more prone, as are animals with viral issues, low immunity, cancer, diabetes and those not fed an optimal diet.

Diagnosis Vet diagnosis may include Periodontal disease, allergic response, or oral tumours. Radiographs (X-rays) are often used to evaluate the extent of the periodontal disease. They may then take a biopsy to rule out cancer, and recommend antibiotics and anti-inflammatory. Thorough cleaning of the teeth, including right down between the gum and teeth may also be done.

Stomatitis

This is a condition that results in severe gingivitis, mouth ulcers and tooth loss. It can be exacerbated by stress, and can occur in cats of any age, but is primarily seen in young adult and older cats. Some kittens may have juvenile gingivitis, but this can be outgrown by two years of age.

Ulcers - internally in mouth or throat etc.

Use Slippery Elm powder (can be bought from a health food store) mixed in some filtered water to make a runny liquid mix, then give a little orally (in side of mouth) with a syringe (needle removed) to quickly soothe and heal ulcers and inflammations.

*Make sure it is very watery – if it is too thick it will cause stickiness and difficulty swallowing the mix.

For an optimum healing and outcome – diet and drugs must be changed over to alternative natural ones.

Warning: Vaccinations severely deplete a animal of Vitamin C

The essential vitamin known as vitamin C is one of the most important elements in an individual’s daily diet. We need Vitamin C to help contribute to good cellular growth, promote function of the circulatory system, and generally help our bodies to develop and maintain themselves.

A vitamin C deficiency is a serious issue, and should be caught early and treated with natural foods or dietary supplements that contain plenty of this critical ingredient.

Lots of medical experts agree that a vitamin C deficiency is fairly uncommon in most modern societies. Infant formulas and other food sources are fortified with vitamin C in order to prevent some forms of deficiency of this essential nutrient.
Symptoms of a Vitamin C Deficiency

A variety of symptoms will show that an individual is suffering from a vitamin C deficiency. Here are some of the top signs of this kind of shortage in the system.

1. **Fatigue** – Early on, a pet with a vitamin C deficiency will tend to get tired easily and experience reduced energy. Because chronic fatigue is a symptom of so many illnesses, it can be hard to catch a specific condition based on this symptom.

2. **Behavior Changes** – pets with a vitamin C deficiency may become irritable or short tempered.

3. **Weight Loss** – As with other “wasting conditions” a pet with a vitamin C deficiency may experience sudden weight loss.

4. **Joint and Muscle Aches** – Chronic pain in the limbs or joints can be a symptom of a vitamin deficiency.

5. **Bruising** – pets with a vitamin C deficiency will tend to bruise easily. Excessive bruising is a sign that the body’s chemistry needs to be improved.

6. **Gum Disease** (e.g. gingivitis) – Just as a healthy daily dose of vitamin C contributes to healthy teeth and gums, a deficiency can cause deterioration of the gums. Periodontal problems are a symptom of a vitamin C deficiency that has been allowed to develop to a hazardous level.

7. **Dry Fur and Skin** – A change in fur and skin conditions can also signal that the body is not getting enough of vitamin C and other essential vitamins and minerals.

8. **Infections** – When an individual does not have enough vitamin C over time, this can have a negative impact on general healing of wounds and the fighting of infections. Generally, the body’s immune system will be compromised.